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AABCERST ABREACTS ABREACT, to release repressed emotions by reliving original traumatic experience [v] 

AABCERST BEARCATS BEARCAT, small mammal [n] 

AABCERST CABARETS CABARET, music hall [n] 

AABCERST CABRESTA cabestro (lasso) [n -S] 

 

AABELPRS PARABLES PARABLE, simple story conveying moral or religious lesson [n] 

AABELPRS PARSABLE PARSE, to describe and analyze grammatically [adj] 

AABELPRS PREBASAL situated in front of base [adj] 

AABELPRS SPARABLE type of nail [n -S] 

 

AACEINRS ACARINES ACARINE, acarid (type of arachnid (any of class of segmented invertebrate animals)) [n] 

AACEINRS CANARIES CANARY, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

AACEINRS CESARIAN cesarean (method of child delivery) [n -S] 

AACEINRS SARCINAE SARCINA, spherical bacterium [n] 

 

AAELNPRT PARENTAL pertaining to parent [adj] 

AAELNPRT PARLANTE parlando (sung in manner suggestive of speech) [adj] 

AAELNPRT PATERNAL pertaining to father [adj] 

AAELNPRT PRENATAL prior to birth [adj] 

 

ABEILMST BALMIEST BALMY, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

ABEILMST BIMETALS BIMETAL, something composed of two metals [n] 

ABEILMST LAMBIEST LAMBY, resembling lamb [adj] 

ABEILMST TIMBALES TIMBALE, pastry shell shaped like drum [n] 

 

ABEINORT BARITONE male singing voice [n -S] 

ABEINORT OBTAINER one that obtains (to gain possession of) [n -S] 

ABEINORT REOBTAIN to obtain again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABEINORT TABORINE taboret (small drum) [n -S] 

 

ABEINOST BOTANIES BOTANY, science of plants [n] 

ABEINOST BOTANISE to botanize (to study plants) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ABEINOST NIOBATES NIOBATE, chemical salt [n] 

ABEINOST OBEISANT showing reverence or respect [adj] 

 

ABELORST BLOATERS BLOATER, smoked herring [n] 

ABELORST RETABLOS RETABLO, retable (raised shelf above altar) [n] 

ABELORST SORTABLE SORT, to arrange according to kind, class, or size [adj] 

ABELORST STORABLE something that can be stored [n -S] 

 

ACDEENRT CANTERED CANTER, to ride horse at moderate pace [v] 

ACDEENRT CRENATED crenate (having edge with rounded projections) [adj] 

ACDEENRT DECANTER decorative bottle [n -S] 

ACDEENRT RECANTED RECANT, to make formal retraction or disavowal of [v] 
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ACDEERRT CRATERED CRATER, to form cavities in surface [v] 

ACDEERRT RECRATED RECRATE, to crate again [v] 

ACDEERRT RETRACED RETRACE, to go back over [v] 

ACDEERRT TERRACED TERRACE, to provide with terrace (raised embankment) [v] 

 

ACDEILMS CAMELIDS CAMELID, any of family of 2-toed ruminant mammals [n] 

ACDEILMS DECIMALS DECIMAL, fraction whose denominator is some power of ten [n] 

ACDEILMS DECLAIMS DECLAIM, to speak formally [v] 

ACDEILMS MEDICALS MEDICAL, physical examination [n] 

 

ACDENRTU UNCARTED not carted (to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle)) [adj] 

ACDENRTU UNCRATED UNCRATE, to remove from crate [v] 

ACDENRTU UNDERACT to act subtly and with restraint [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACDENRTU UNTRACED not traced (to follow course of) [adj] 

 

ACEEHRST CHEATERS CHEATER, one that cheats (to defraud (to swindle)) [n] 

ACEEHRST HECTARES HECTARE, unit of area [n] 

ACEEHRST RECHEATS RECHEAT, hunting call [n] 

ACEEHRST TEACHERS TEACHER, one that teaches (to impart knowledge or skill to) [n] 

 

ACEEINRT CENTIARE centare (measure of land area) [n -S] 

ACEEINRT CREATINE chemical compound [n -S] 

ACEEINRT INCREATE not created (to cause to exist) [adj] 

ACEEINRT ITERANCE repetition [n -S] 

 

ACEENRST CENTARES CENTARE, measure of land area [n] 

ACEENRST REASCENT new or second ascent [n -S] 

ACEENRST REENACTS REENACT, to enact again [v] 

ACEENRST SARCENET silk fabric [n -S] 

 

ACEERRST CATERERS CATERER, one that caters (to provide food and service for) [n] 

ACEERRST RECRATES RECRATE, to crate again [v] 

ACEERRST RETRACES RETRACE, to go back over [v] 

ACEERRST TERRACES TERRACE, to provide with terrace (raised embankment) [v] 

 

ACEGINRT ARGENTIC ARGENT, silver [adj] 

ACEGINRT CATERING work of caterer [n -S] / CATER, to provide food and service for [v] 

ACEGINRT CREATING CREATE, to cause to exist [v] 

ACEGINRT REACTING REACT, to respond to stimulus [v] 

 

ACEHIMST HEMATICS HEMATIC, medicine for blood disease [n] 

ACEHIMST MASTICHE mastic (aromatic resin) [n -S] 

ACEHIMST MISTEACH to teach wrongly or badly [v -TAUGHT, -ING, -ES] 

ACEHIMST TACHISME tachism (action painting) [n -S] 
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ACEHNRST CHANTERS CHANTER, one that chants (to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [n] 

ACEHNRST SNATCHER one that snatches (to seize suddenly) [n -S] 

ACEHNRST STANCHER STANCH, staunch (firm and dependable) [adj] / one that stanches (to stop flow of blood from) [n -S] 

ACEHNRST TRANCHES TRANCHE, portion [n] 

 

ACEILPRS CALIPERS CALIPER, to use type of measuring device [v] 

ACEILPRS CARSPIEL curling match in which curlers compete for car [n -S] 

ACEILPRS REPLICAS REPLICA, close copy or reproduction [n] 

ACEILPRS SPIRACLE orifice through which breathing occurs [n -S] 

 

ACEIMRST CERAMIST one who makes ceramics (item made of baked clay) [n -S] 

ACEIMRST MATRICES MATRIX, something within which something else originates or develops [n] 

ACEIMRST MISTRACE to trace wrongly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ACEIMRST SCIMETAR scimitar (curved sword used by Arabs and Turks) [n -S] 

 

ACEINNST ANCIENTS ANCIENT, one who lived in ancient times [n] 

ACEINNST CANNIEST CANNIE, canny (prudent (having, showing, or exercising good judgment)) [adj] / CANNY adj] 

ACEINNST INSECTAN pertaining to insects (any of class of small invertebrate animals) [adj] 

ACEINNST INSTANCE to cite as example [v -D, -CING, -S] 

 

ACEINORT ACTIONER film with exciting action [n -S] 

ACEINORT ANORETIC anorexic (one affected with anorexia) [n -S] 

ACEINORT CREATION something created [n -S]   

ACEINORT REACTION act of reacting (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

 

ACEIPRST CRISPATE curled [adj] 

ACEIPRST PARETICS PARETIC, one affected with paresis [n] 

ACEIPRST PICRATES PICRATE, chemical salt [n] 

ACEIPRST PRACTISE to practice (to perform often so as to acquire skill) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

ACGINOST AGNOSTIC one who disclaims any knowledge of God [n -S] 

ACGINOST COASTING coastal trade [n -S] / COAST, to slide down hill [v] 

ACGINOST COATINGS COATING, covering layer [n] 

ACGINOST COTINGAS COTINGA, tropical bird [n] 

 

ADDEEGNR DANGERED DANGER, to endanger (to imperil (to place in jeopardy)) [v] 

ADDEEGNR DERANGED DERANGE, to disorder (to put out of order) [v] 

ADDEEGNR GANDERED GANDER, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

ADDEEGNR GARDENED GARDEN, to cultivate plot of ground [v] 

 

ADDEEMNR DAMNEDER DAMNED, damnable (detestable) [adj] 

ADDEEMNR DEMANDER one that demands (to ask for with authority) [n -S] 

ADDEEMNR REDEMAND to demand again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADDEEMNR REMANDED REMAND, to send back [v] 
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ADEELPRS PEDALERS PEDALER, one that pedals (to operate by means of foot levers) [n] 

ADEELPRS PLEADERS PLEADER, one that pleads (to ask for earnestly) [n] 

ADEELPRS RELAPSED RELAPSE, to fall or slip back into former state [v] 

ADEELPRS REPLEADS REPLEAD, to plead again [v] 

 

ADEEPRST PEDERAST man who engages in sexual activities with boys [n -S] 

ADEEPRST PREDATES PREDATE, to date before actual or specified time [v] 

ADEEPRST REPASTED REPAST, to eat or feast [v] 

ADEEPRST TRAPESED TRAPES, to traipse (to walk about in idle or aimless manner) [v] 

 

ADEGILNS DEALIGNS DEALIGN, to withdraw allegiance to political party [v] 

ADEGILNS DEALINGS DEALING, business transaction [n] 

ADEGILNS LEADINGS LEADING, covering or border of lead [n] 

ADEGILNS SIGNALED SIGNAL, to notify by means of communication [v] 

 

ADEGINRT DERATING DERATE, to lower rated capability of [v] 

ADEGINRT GRADIENT rate of inclination [n -S] 

ADEGINRT REDATING REDATE, to date again [v] 

ADEGINRT TREADING TREAD, to walk on, over, or along [v] 

 

ADEINORT AROINTED AROINT, to drive away [v] 

ADEINORT DERATION to free (as food) from rationing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADEINORT ORDINATE particular geometric coordinate [n -S] 

ADEINORT RATIONED RATION, to distribute in fixed portions [v] 

 

ADNOORST DONATORS DONATOR, donor (one that donates (to contribute)) [n] 

ADNOORST ODORANTS ODORANT, odorous substance [n] 

ADNOORST TANDOORS TANDOOR, clay oven [n] 

ADNOORST TORNADOS TORNADO, violent windstorm [n] 

 

AEEILRST ATELIERS ATELIER, workshop or studio [n] 

AEEILRST EARLIEST EARLY, near beginning of period of time or series of events [adv] 

AEEILRST LEARIEST LEARY, leery (suspicious) [adj] 

AEEILRST REALTIES REALTY, property in buildings and land [n] 

 

AEEINSTT ANISETTE liqueur flavored with aniseed [n -S] 

AEEINSTT TAENITES TAENITE, nickel-iron alloy in meteorites [n] 

AEEINSTT TETANIES TETANY, condition marked by painful muscular spasms [n] 

AEEINSTT TETANISE to tetanize (to affect with convulsions) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

AEELPRST PETRALES PETRALE, food fish [n] 

AEELPRST PLEATERS PLEATER, one that pleats (to fold in even manner) [n] 

AEELPRST PRELATES PRELATE, high-ranking clergyman [n] 

AEELPRST REPLATES REPLATE, to plate again [v] 
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AEELRSST RESLATES RESLATE, to slate again [v] 

AEELRSST STEALERS STEALER, one that steals (to take without right or permission) [n] 

AEELRSST TEARLESS being without tears [adj] 

AEELRSST TESSERAL TESSERA, small square used in mosaic work [adj] 

 

AEENRSST ASSENTER one that assents (to express agreement) [n -S] 

AEENRSST EARNESTS EARNEST, down payment [n] 

AEENRSST SARSENET sarcenet (silk fabric) [n -S] 

AEENRSST STERANES STERANE, chemical compound [n] 

 

AEFLORST FLOATERS FLOATER, one that floats (to rest or remain on surface of liquid) [n] 

AEFLORST FLOREATS FLOREAT, may he/she/it flourish [v] 

AEFLORST FORESTAL of or pertaining to forest [adj] 

AEFLORST REFLOATS REFLOAT, to float again [v] 

 

AEGILNSS GAINLESS profitless [adj] 

AEGILNSS GLASSINE type of paper [n -S] 

AEGILNSS LEASINGS LEASING, falsehood [n] 

AEGILNSS SEALINGS SEALING, hunting of seals [n] 

 

AEGILNST GELATINS GELATIN, glutinous substance [n] 

AEGILNST GENITALS sexual organs [n GENITALS] 

AEGILNST STEALING act of one that steals [n -S] / STEAL, to take without right or permission [v] 

AEGILNST TAGLINES TAGLINE, final line of play or joke that makes point [n] 

 

AEGIMNST MANGIEST MANGEY, mangy [adj] / MANGY, affected with mange [adj] 

AEGIMNST MINTAGES MINTAGE, act of minting (to produce by stamping metal, as coins) [n] 

AEGIMNST MISAGENT bad agent [n -S] 

AEGIMNST STEAMING STEAM, to expose to steam (water in form of vapor) [v] 

 

AEGIMRST MAGISTER master or teacher [n -S] 

AEGIMRST MIGRATES MIGRATE, to move from one region to another [v] 

AEGIMRST RAGTIMES RAGTIME, style of American dance music [n] 

AEGIMRST STERIGMA spore-bearing stalk of certain fungi [n -S, -TA] 

 

AEGINNRS AGINNERS AGINNER, one that is against change [n] 

AEGINNRS EARNINGS something earned [n EARNINGS] 

AEGINNRS ENGRAINS ENGRAIN, to ingrain (to impress firmly on mind) [v] 

AEGINNRS GRANNIES GRANNIE, granny (grandmother) [n] / GRANNY [n] 

 

AEGINSST EASTINGS EASTING, movement toward east [n] 

AEGINSST GENISTAS GENISTA, shrub with yellow flowers [n] 

AEGINSST GIANTESS female giant [n -ES] 

AEGINSST SEATINGS SEATING, material for covering seats [n] 
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AEHINSST ANTHESIS full bloom of flower [n -SES] 

AEHINSST SHANTIES SHANTY, small, crudely built dwelling [n] 

AEHINSST SHEITANS SHEITAN, shaitan (evil spirit) [n] 

AEHINSST STHENIAS STHENIA, excessive energy [n] 

 

AEHOPSST PATHOSES PATHOS, quality that arouses feelings of pity or compassion [n] 

AEHOPSST POTASHES POTASH, alkaline compound [n] 

AEHOPSST SPATHOSE SPATHE, leaflike organ of certain plants [adj] 

AEHOPSST TEASHOPS TEASHOP, tearoom (restaurant serving tea) [n] 

 

AEIINSST ISATINES ISATINE, isatin (chemical compound) [n] 

AEIINSST SANITIES SANITY, state of being sane (mentally sound) [n] 

AEIINSST SANITISE to sanitize (to guard against infection or disease by cleaning or sterilizing) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AEIINSST TENIASIS infestation with tapeworms [n -S] 

 

AEILMPRS IMPALERS IMPALER, one that impales (to pierce with pointed object) [n] 

AEILMPRS IMPEARLS IMPEARL, to make pearly [v] 

AEILMPRS LEMPIRAS LEMPIRA, monetary unit of Honduras [n] 

AEILMPRS PALMIERS PALMIER, pastry shaped like palm leaf [n] 

 

AEILMRST LAMISTER lamster (fugitive (one who flees)) [n -S] 

AEILMRST MARLIEST MARLY, abounding with marl [adj] 

AEILMRST MARLITES MARLITE, type of marl [n] 

AEILMRST MISALTER to alter wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEILNSST ELASTINS ELASTIN, bodily protein [n] 

AEILNSST NAILSETS NAILSET, steel rod for driving nail into something [n] 

AEILNSST SALIENTS SALIENT, part of fortification projecting closest to enemy [n] 

AEILNSST SALTINES SALTINE, salted cracker [n] 

 

AEINRSST ARTINESS quality of being arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [n -S] 

AEINRSST RETSINAS RETSINA, resin-flavored Greek wine [n] 

AEINRSST STAINERS STAINER, one that stains (to discolor or dirty) [n] 

AEINRSST STEARINS STEARIN, solid portion of fat [n] 

 

AEINRSTT INTREATS INTREAT, to entreat (to ask for earnestly) [v] 

AEINRSTT NITRATES NITRATE, to treat with nitric acid [v] 

AEINRSTT STRAITEN to make strait [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEINRSTT TERTIANS TERTIAN, recurrent fever [n] 

 

AEINRSTU RUINATES RUINATE, to ruin (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v] 

AEINRSTU TAURINES TAURINE, chemical compound [n] 

AEINRSTU URANITES URANITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

AEINRSTU URINATES URINATE, to discharge urine [v] 
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AEKOSTTU OUTSKATE to surpass in skating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEKOSTTU OUTTAKES OUTTAKE, passage outwards [n] 

AEKOSTTU STAKEOUT surveillance of area especially by police [n -S] 

AEKOSTTU TAKEOUTS TAKEOUT, act of removing (to take or move away) [n] 

 

AELPRSST PERSALTS PERSALT, chemical salt [n] 

AELPRSST PLASTERS PLASTER, to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water) [v] 

AELPRSST PSALTERS PSALTER, book of psalms [n] 

AELPRSST STAPLERS STAPLER, stapling device [n] 

 

AELRSSTW WARSTLES WARSTLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

AELRSSTW WARTLESS having no warts [adj] 

AELRSSTW WASTRELS WASTREL, one that wastes (to use thoughtlessly) [n] 

AELRSSTW WRASTLES WRASTLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

 

AEMNORST MONSTERA tropical American plant [n -S] 

AEMNORST ONSTREAM in or into production [adv] 

AEMNORST STOREMAN man who looks after stored goods [n -MEN] 

AEMNORST TONEARMS TONEARM, pivoted part of record player that holds needle [n] 

 

AGHILNSU HAULINGS HAULING, action of transporting logs [n] 

AGHILNSU LANGUISH to lose vigor or vitality [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AGHILNSU NILGHAUS NILGHAU, nilgai (large antelope) [n] 

AGHILNSU SHAULING SHAUL, to shoal (to become shallow) [v] 

 

AIILNPST ALPINIST mountain climber [n -S] 

AIILNPST ANTISLIP designed to prevent slipping [adj] 

AIILNPST PINTAILS PINTAIL, river duck [n] 

AIILNPST TAILSPIN to spin headlong down toward earth [v -NNED, -PUN, -NNING, -S] 

 

CDEENORS CENSORED CENSOR, to delete objectionable word or passage [v] 

CDEENORS ENCODERS ENCODER, one that encodes (to put into code) [n] 

CDEENORS NECROSED NECROSE, to affect with necrosis [v] 

CDEENORS SECONDER one that seconds (to give support or encouragement to) [n -S] 

 

CEEILRST RETICLES RETICLE, network of lines in eyepiece of optical instrument [n] 

CEEILRST SCLERITE one of hard plates forming outer covering of arthropod [n -S] 

CEEILRST TIERCELS TIERCEL, tercel (male falcon) [n] 

CEEILRST TRISCELE triskele (figure consisting of three branches radiating from center) [n -S] 

 

CEELORST CORSELET piece of body armor [n -S] 

CEELORST ELECTORS ELECTOR, one that elects (to select by vote for office) [n] 

CEELORST ELECTROS ELECTRO, to make metallic copy of page of type for printing [v] 

CEELORST SELECTOR one that selects (to choose (to take by preference)) [n -S] 
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CEFINORS COINFERS COINFER, to infer jointly [v] 

CEFINORS CONIFERS CONIFER, evergreen tree [n] 

CEFINORS FORENSIC argumentative exercise [n -S] 

CEFINORS FORNICES FORNIX, arched anatomical structure [n] 

 

CEHIISTT CHITTIES CHITTY, chit (short letter) [n] 

CEHIISTT ETHICIST specialist in ethics [n -S] 

CEHIISTT ITCHIEST ITCHY, causing itching sensation [adj] 

CEHIISTT THEISTIC THEIST, one who believes in existence of god [adj] 

 

CEHINRST CHRISTEN to baptize (to administer baptism to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CEHINRST CITHERNS CITHERN, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

CEHINRST CITHRENS CITHREN, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n]   

CEHINRST SNITCHER one that snitches (to tattle (to reveal activities of another)) [n -S] 

 

CEIKLRST STICKLER one that stickles (to argue stubbornly) [n -S] 

CEIKLRST STRICKLE to shape or smooth with strickle (instrument for leveling off grain) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CEIKLRST TICKLERS TICKLER, one that tickles (to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation) [n] 

CEIKLRST TRICKLES TRICKLE, to flow or fall in drops [v] 

 

CEIPRSTU CREPITUS grating sound made in breathing [n CREPITUS] 

CEIPRSTU CUPRITES CUPRITE, ore of copper [n] 

CEIPRSTU PICTURES PICTURE, to make representation of [v] 

CEIPRSTU PIECRUST crust of pie [n -S] 

 

CENORSTU CONSTRUE to interpret [v -D, -UING, -S] 

CENORSTU COUNTERS COUNTER, to oppose (to be in contention or conflict with) [v] 

CENORSTU RECOUNTS RECOUNT, to relate in detail [v] 

CENORSTU TROUNCES TROUNCE, to beat severely [v] 

 

CHINOPTY HYPNOTIC sleep-inducing drug [n -S] 

CHINOPTY PHYTONIC PHYTON, structural unit of plant [adj] 

CHINOPTY PYTHONIC PYTHON, large snake [adj] 

CHINOPTY TYPHONIC TYPHOON, tropical hurricane [adj] 

 

CNOORSTU CONTOURS CONTOUR, to make outline of [v] 

CNOORSTU CORNUTOS CORNUTO, husband of unfaithful wife [n] 

CNOORSTU CROUTONS CROUTON, small cube of toasted bread [n] 

CNOORSTU OUTSCORN to surpass in scorning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

DEEILRSV DELIVERS DELIVER, to take to intended recipient [v] 

DEEILRSV DESILVER to remove silver from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEEILRSV SILVERED SILVER, to cover with silver (metallic element) [v] 

DEEILRSV SLIVERED SLIVER, to cut into long, thin pieces [v] 
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DEEIPRRS PREDRIES PREDRY, to dry beforehand [v] 

DEEIPRRS PRESIDER one that presides (to occupy position of authority) [n -S] 

DEEIPRRS REPRISED REPRISE, to take back by force [v] 

DEEIPRRS RESPIRED RESPIRE, to breathe (to inhale and exhale air) [v] 

 

DEEIRRSS DERRISES DERRIS, climbing plant [n] 

DEEIRRSS DESIRERS DESIRER, one that desires (to wish for) [n] 

DEEIRRSS DRESSIER DRESSY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

DEEIRRSS RESIDERS RESIDER, resident (one who resides) [n] 

 

DEEIRSST DIESTERS DIESTER, type of chemical compound [n] 

DEEIRSST EDITRESS female editor [n -ES] 

DEEIRSST RESISTED RESIST, to strive against [v] 

DEEIRSST SISTERED SISTER, to treat like sister (female sibling) [v] 

 

DEENRSTU DENTURES DENTURE, set of teeth [n] 

DEENRSTU SEDERUNT prolonged sitting [n -S] 

DEENRSTU UNDERSET to place under something [v UNDERSET, -TTING, -S] 

DEENRSTU UNRESTED not rested (to refresh oneself by ceasing work or activity) [adj] 

 

DEIINORS DERISION act of deriding (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n -S] 

DEIINORS IRONISED IRONISE, to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v] 

DEIINORS IRONSIDE man of great strength [n -S] 

DEIINORS RESINOID resinous substance [n -S] 

 

EEEGINRS ENERGIES ENERGY, capacity for vigorous activity [n] 

EEEGINRS ENERGISE to energize (to give energy to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EEEGINRS GREENIES GREENIE, amphetamine pill [n] 

EEEGINRS RESEEING RESEE, to see again [v] 

 

EEENRRST ENTERERS ENTERER, one that enters (to come or go into) [n] 

EEENRRST REENTERS REENTER, to enter again [v] 

EEENRRST TERREENS TERREEN, terrine (earthenware jar) [n] 

EEENRRST TERRENES TERRENE, land area [n] 

 

EEGINRST GENTRIES GENTRY, people of high social class [n] 

EEGINRST INTEGERS INTEGER, whole number [n] 

EEGINRST REESTING REEST, to balk (to stop short and refuse to proceed) [v] 

EEGINRST STEERING act of directing course of vehicle or vessel [n -S] / STEER, to direct course of [v] 

 

EEILNSSV EVILNESS quality of being evil (morally bad) [n -ES] 

EEILNSSV LIVENESS state of being live (having life (quality that distinguishes animals and plants from inanimate matter)) [n -ES] 

EEILNSSV VEINLESS having no veins [adj] 

EEILNSSV VILENESS state of being vile (morally despicable or physically repulsive) [n -ES] 
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EEILPRST EPISTLER one that writes epistles [n -S] 

EEILPRST PELTRIES PELTRY, animal skin [n] 

EEILPRST PERLITES PERLITE, volcanic glass [n] 

EEILPRST REPTILES REPTILE, any of class of cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrates [n] 

 

EEILRRSV RESILVER to silver again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EEILRRSV REVILERS REVILER, one that reviles (to denounce with abusive language) [n] 

EEILRRSV SILVERER one that silvers (to cover with silver (metallic element)) [n -S] 

EEILRRSV SLIVERER one that slivers (to cut into long, thin pieces) [n -S] 

 

EEIMPRSS EMPRISES EMPRISE, adventurous undertaking [n] 

EEIMPRSS IMPRESES IMPRESE, impresa (type of emblem) [n] 

EEIMPRSS PREMISES PREMISE, to state in advance [v] 

EEIMPRSS SPIREMES SPIREME, filament forming part of cell nucleus during mitosis [n] 

 

EEIMRRST MERRIEST MERRY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

EEIMRRST MITERERS MITERER, one that miters (to raise to rank of bishop) [n] 

EEIMRRST RIMESTER rimer (one that rimes (to rhyme)) [n -S] 

EEIMRRST TRIREMES TRIREME, ancient Greek or Roman warship [n] 

 

EEINRSTT INSETTER one that inserts (to put in) [n -S] 

EEINRSTT INTEREST to engage attention of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EEINRSTT STERNITE somitic sclerite [n -S] 

EEINRSTT TRIENTES TRIENS, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

 

EENPRSST PENSTERS PENSTER, writer (one that writes (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument)) [n] 

EENPRSST PERTNESS quality of being pert (impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful)) [n -ES] 

EENPRSST PRESENTS PRESENT, to bring into presence of someone [v] 

EENPRSST SERPENTS SERPENT, snake [n] 

 

EIILNOSS ELISIONS ELISION, act of eliding (to omit (to leave out)) [n] 

EIILNOSS ISOLINES ISOLINE, isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value) [n] 

EIILNOSS LIONISES LIONISE, to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v] 

EIILNOSS OILINESS state of being oily (covered or soaked with oil) [n -ES] 

 

EILPPRST PRESPLIT preceding split [adj] 

EILPPRST RIPPLETS RIPPLET, small ripple [n] 

EILPPRST STIPPLER one that stipples (to draw, paint, or engrave by means of dots or short touches) [n -S] 

EILPPRST TIPPLERS TIPPLER, one that tipples (to drink alcoholic beverages) [n] 

 

GINORSTU OUTGRINS OUTGRIN, to surpass in grinning [v] 

GINORSTU OUTRINGS OUTRING, to ring louder than [v] 

GINORSTU ROUSTING ROUST, to arouse and drive out [v] 

GINORSTU TOURINGS TOURING, cross-country skiing for pleasure [n] 
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MOOORRTW MOORWORT marsh plant [n -S] 

MOOORRTW ROOTWORM beetle whose larvae feed on roots of crop plants [n -S] 

MOOORRTW TOMORROW day following today [n -S] 

MOOORRTW WORMROOT pinkroot (medicinal plant root) [n -S] 


